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Abstract: In this paper, endurance of peristaltic linear pneumatic actuators was studied using
different hose geometries. Towards this goal, different hose geometries were additively manufactured
using Fused Layer Manufacturing techniques of Thermoplastic Polyurethane Elastomer. Material
properties of the elastomer were studied using Differential Scanning Calorimetry and the tensile test.
The relations between the sample’s print temperature and build direction on the actuator endurance
were investigated. Lastly, the relation between the geometry design of the PLPA actuator and its
endurance is also discussed. Based on this methodology, authors present results showing that the
use of a customized shaped hose with geometrical reinforcement at sides leads to a considerable rise
in the hose endurance, when compared with the conventional circular design.

Keywords: linear peristaltic actuators; pneumatic actuators; additive manufacturing; 3D printing;
thermoplastic elastomers

1. Introduction

Recently, the use of robots that are capable of coworking with humans has been
receiving increasing attention from both industrial and academic partners. One crucial
characteristic of these types of robots is its high compliance, as it ensures that in the event of
a collision with the operator, safety is still guaranteed. This has in turn sparked a renewed
interest in pneumatic actuated systems, as they are inherently compliant. For instance,
there has been an increasing interest in the development of pneumatic actuators built with
flexible materials [1–3], hybrid actuators that simultaneously take advantage of the ease of
control of electrical actuators and the pneumatic compliance [4,5] and even an innovative
piston configuration that increases the efficiency of conventional cylinders [6] has been
presented in literature recently.

Among the recent developed actuation systems, peristaltic linear pneumatic actuators
(PLPA) have been reported to be a simple, accurate and cost-efficient alternative to other
actuators [7–10].

These actuators are driven by pneumatic energy. Their working principle is based on
a moving piston composed by two rollers that press a hose to form two isolated chambers
(see Figure 1). When air is pumped into one of the chambers, a force is developed that
pushes the rollers in the direction of the opposite chamber.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the working principle of PLPA.

PLPA present several advantages over conventional ones as they have a virtually
unlimited stroke, low cost, can perform curved profiles and exhibit beneficial friction
properties for servocontrol purposes [11]. One drawback of this technique is the limited
endurance of the pressurized and at the same time compressed hose, which compromises
its industrial application.

In this context, preliminary investigations using conventional hoses have reported
crack formation in the hose folded sides that were exposed to the roller forces [7,12].
Following these studies, this paper focuses on developing new geometries in order to
investigate the endurance of the hose integrated in a PLPA actuator setup. To develop
such new geometries, this study uses Additive Manufacturing (AM) namely called 3D
printing for fabricating functional prototypes. It is expected that 3D printed PLPA are
not directly appliable in industrial applications, as they lead to very small endurance
values when compared, for instance, with conventional pneumatic cylinders. So, from
an industrial perspective, other techniques such as injection molding or extrusion should
be used. However, to make preliminary assessments on the potential benefits of using
new PLPA designs, namely to compare new designs against the more conventional one
(circular design), 3D printing offers a design flexibility which is harder to achieve by
conventional techniques.

Towards this goal, initial experiments were done by the authors using the Stereolithog-
raphy (SL) technique [7]. Hose prototypes were fabricated using Formlabs 2 Stereolithog-
raphy 3D printer and Formlabs flexible resin (FLFLGR02) material. The printed samples
however cracked almost immediately after the start of the experimental tests. It should
be noted that the hoses must survive a considerable number of fatigue cycles to serve as
functional prototypes. If this is not ensured, no clear conclusions can be drawn due to the
high standard deviation found in the results of sample endurance tests. As such, in this
study the Fused Layer Manufacturing (FLM) of Thermoplastic Polyurethane Elastomer
(TPU) is investigated as an alternative AM technique to SL. TPUs are typically characterized
by very low intermolecular forces and a low Young’s modulus supporting strains on the
order of hundreds of percentages [13]. These characteristics make TPU attractive for 3D
printing of soft, flexible components [14–18], specially in the fields of biotechnology [19]
and robotics [1–3,20].

Given the scenario presented above, the first step towards a successful printed pro-
totype would be finding the optimum FLM processing parameters such as the printing
temperature and the build direction [15,17,21,22]. This study is therefore aimed at two
goals. The first goal was the investigation of using TPU for PLPA application by analyzing
the following points:

1. experimentally determining the TPU material properties;
2. finding the optimum print temperature, not only for manufacturing a robust product

but also when considering the actuator endurance;
3. finding an adequate printing angle.
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The second goal was the assessment of the influence of the hose design on the hose
endurance. As such, two designs were considered (please check Table 1):

1. design A: conventional circular hose;
2. design B: geometrically reinforced hose design at the folding region;

Table 1. Different views of hose designs A and B.

Model CAD Top View CAD Side View CAD Isometric View

A:
Conventional hose

design
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2. Experimental Setup
2.1. Material Characterization

The 3D printing experiments were done using FLM of TPU. TPU filament supplied by
RECREUS, the 82A FILAFLEX, was used as the print material. In order to find the process-
ing temperature range and the print temperature of the TPU material, the FILAFLEX was
analysed using Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Mettler-Toledo DSC Typ 3+. Measurements
were conducted under nitrogen gas environment in the temperature range of −80 ◦C
to +260 ◦C at a heating rate and cooling rate of 20 ◦C/min. The DSC sample mass was
approximately 5 mg. Sealed aluminum crucibles with perforated lid were used for the
thermal analysis investigation. First and second heating curves as well as the crystallization
curve were measured, which represent the melting and crystallization behaviour of the
investigated samples.

Once the printing temperature range was set, mechanical proprieties of different test
geometries (tensile test samples) printed using different print temperatures were examined.
This was done in order to identify any possible correlation between the endurance of the
hoses (exposed to the internal pressure and the rollers forces in the PLPA setup) and the
tensile strength of the printed samples, which could be useful for future hose design studies.
In order to have a reference value for mechanical properties, initial tensile tests were done
by stretching the TPU filament. Mechanical tests were performed on the TPU-filament as
well as on printed dumbbell-specimens type 5A according to ISO 527 using a Zwick/Roell
tensile tester type Z005 with a load measuring cell of 500 N at room temperature. The
cross-head speed was set at 5 mm/min in case of the filament and 100 mm/min for testing
the printed samples. Fixation of the samples were conducted using wedge-type clamping.
Stress strain curves were recorded, and the nominal strain calculated, as to be the ratio
between displacement with respect to free clamping distance. Tensile tests were conducted
on the TPU-filament and printed tensile samples.
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2.2. 3D Printer

For printing the hose samples, Anycubic i3 mega and Ultimaker S5 3D printers were
used. The use of two available printers in parallel helped with shortening the sample
printing time. Parts were printed using 100% infill with a layer thickness of 150 µm. All
parts in this study were printed using the offset scan strategy, printing the outer layers
with a spiral path towards the center of the part. Preheating of the print bed was disabled
during the print process. Printing temperatures were set based on the DSC results, which
will be introduced in Section 4.1.

2.3. Pneumatic Test Bed

As described above, the working principle of a PLPA is based on a hose compressed by
two rollers so that two independent chambers are formed. A good seal between chambers
is crucial as leakages represent a waste of energy and reduce the amount of available
force. In early prototypes of the PLPA developed by the authors, the distance between
the rollers was imposed by mechanical construction, as depicted in Figure 2a. However,
since the hose walls get thinner as the rollers compress it, the leakages tend to increase
during the actuator lifetime, as shown in Figure 2b. To solve this problem, the authors have
developed a prototype in [7,8] with springs to ensure that a nearly constant force between
rollers is imposed, as depicted in Figure 2c. The force imposed by the springs, namely
how it influences the leakage between chambers, is described in detail in reference [8],
and the amplitude of the force that can be produced by the PLPA is described in detail in
reference [9].
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Figure 2. Different configuration of the rollers: (a) Distance between rollers is imposed; (b) decreased thickness due to wear
leads to leakage in configuration a); (c) force between rollers is imposed.

It has been shown that the configuration presented in Figure 2c leads to a considerable
increase in the hose longevity [7] and therefore the PLPA used in this work also uses this
approach. Figure 3a presents a picture of the experimental setup and Figure 3b presents a
3D render of the setup including a gripper to perform pick and place tasks.

The force between rollers was adjusted using two spring washers in such a way that
after assembly, the leakage between chambers was lower than 5 slpm. To determine these
leakages, the experimental setup shown in Figure 3a was used. This setup includes a mass
flowmeter Hastings HFM 301 and also a proportional pressure reducing valve (Numatics
Sentronic D), set for 3 bar (relative) working pressure.
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Figure 3. (a) Picture of the experimental setup; (b) 3D render including a gripper for pick and place operations.

The back-and-forth motion of the carriage is obtained using the pneumatic circuit
represented in Figure 4 where the solenoids of the valve are commanded to obtain an
oscillating behaviour between the actuator stroke limits [12].
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3. Procedure

As mentioned in the introduction, two hose designs were considered in this work—
designs A and B. Figure 5a,b present the detailed CAD models of these designs while
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Figure 5d,e present the corresponding printed hoses. Design A is a conventional circular
one and design B is intended to improve the material strength at the folding region. More
specifically, the goal of design B was to diminish the angle that the hose must undergo while
being compressed. In the traditional design A, the hose edges are bent when compressed,
while in design B the “lip-shape” prevents bending. This is expected to increase the
endurance since it leads to less deformation in the hose edges. However, design B rises
the stress concentration factor due to the inside pressure. As such, a circular cross section
near the folding region was added, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5c. The profile
thickness of design B was selected to ensure that when fully pressed by the rollers, design
B leads to a totally flat hose. The flatness of the hoses is important as it enables a uniform
pressure distribution along the hose profile. This, in turn, contributes to the minimum
possible leakage of the setup, increasing the efficiency of the PLPA actuator.

In order to assess the influence of the printing parameters on the hose prototype
performance, the more adequate printing temperature was firstly determined. To this end,
the results obtained from the DSC measurements (see Section 4.1) were used to determine
the temperature range for printing the hoses. A set (set 1) of different hoses printed at the
same printing angle and design (design A), but at different temperatures, was considered
for the initial trials (see Table 2). Three samples of each hose configuration presented in
Table 2 were tested.
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Figure 5. Geometrical details of the different designs: (a) Design A; (b) Design B; (c) Detail of design B; (d) Design A: 3D
printed part; (e) Design B: 3D printed part.

Table 2. Sample set 1—different hose configurations for design A.

Name Design (D) Printing Angle [◦] Temperature [◦C]

A-0-220 A 0 220
A-0-230 A 0 230
A-0-240 A 0 240
A-0-250 A 0 250

To access the influence of the printing angle on the hose endurance behavior, the initial
goal was to print several hoses at 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ degrees, as illustrated in Figure 6, and
test their endurance in the PLPA actuator setup. Initial experiments showed that:

• The 90◦ printing angle led to considerably less endurance than the other two (an
average of 2459 cycles with 90◦ versus 13,058 cycles with 0◦ for design A), so the 90◦

printing angle was not further considered;
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• The 45◦ angle hoses required support structures that could not be implemented in the
available printer (Anycubic i3 mega). In order to overcome this difficulty, the printing
angle was slightly reduced to 35◦, which did not require support structures.

Given the above restrictions, two different printing angles were selected for the
endurance tests performed in the next section: 0◦ and 35◦.
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Figure 6. Illustration of layer orientation within the samples which were printed using different printing angles: (a) 0◦;
(b) 45◦; (c) 90◦.

Using the experimental setup presented in Section 2.3, a continuous back and forth
motion of the actuator was imposed until failure. Given the dimensions presented in the
previous section, the useful actuator stroke was of 60 mm. A source pressure of Ps = 3 bar
was used. Three samples of each hose configuration with the force adjustment setup
presented in Section 2.3 were tested. The leakages between chambers were measured at the
beginning of the trials and at approximately half of the life span. Since the life span of each
hose was not known a priori, the life span was estimated by running continuous back and
forth cycles in an initial trial hose, to investigate the number of cycles until failure of that
particular hose. Subsequent hoses were then tested at half of that number of cycles. The
procedure was the same for all tested samples.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Material

Figure 7 shows the DSC-curves of the filament and a representative 3D printed sample
processed at 260 ◦C throughput of the printing device. It is found the TPU filament shows
a glass transition temperature of about −30 ◦C and a wide endothermal melting range
starting at about 60 ◦C and ending up at 185 ◦C. There are two distinct melting ranges found:
the peak temperature of the first is about 70 ◦C and second peak locates at about 160 ◦C.
After melting the TPU up to 260 ◦C it crystallizes within a single exotherm at about 75 ◦C.
During re-melting the first melting peak does not recover and the melting peak appears
at 164 ◦C. In the molten state above 185 ◦C the DSC curve bends progressively towards
endothermal direction, which indicates an ongoing thermal stimulated degradation of the
polymer.

The investigated melt crystallization peak temperature of the TPU material is about
76 ◦C and relatively deep, which favors a slow solidification process and may provide
enhancing the strength of 3D printed parts out of that material.

As the DSC results showed, no clear melting point can be set for selected TPU. As such,
the initial print trials were done using the temperature of 160 ◦C (second peak mentioned
in DSC curve) to 260 ◦C with a 10 ◦C interval. The print results have shown that the first
visually stable part can be printed only after applying a print temperature of 210 ◦C. In
addition, no visually stable parts could be printed using temperatures higher than 260 ◦C.
The printed part using 210 ◦C and 260 ◦C underwent defects which later caused leakage
when tested in the actuator setup.
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Figure 7. DSC-curves of filament and 3D printed specimen type 5 A according to ISO 527.

Figure 8 represents the force displacement curve of the TPU filament under tensile
loading. The strength of the filament is about 30 MPa at a filament diameter of 1.8 mm,
which was tested, and the strain at break is about 450%.
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Table 3 shows the average strength values measured on differently processed 3D
printed tensile specimens from the TPU elastomer.

Table 3. Strength data of differently processed 3D printed tensile specimens of type 5A according to
ISO 527, average values obtained with three samples.

Sample Temperature
[◦C]

σ
[MPa]

Standard
Deviation [%]

ε
[%]

Standard
Deviation [%]

1 220 11.6 - 510 -
2 230 20.2 1.88 630 20
3 240 22.1 0.45 650 45
4 250 20.3 2.55 650 33
5 260 20.8 0.63 640 12
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As the results in Table 3 show, tensile samples that were printed using different print
temperatures (220 ◦C to 260 ◦C) show a minimum and maximal strength of approximately
12 MPa to 22 MPa. The samples printed using a temperature of 240 ◦C led to the maximum
tensile strength with a slight difference compared to the tensile strength of samples printed
using other temperatures. These results will be further compared with the endurance
test results of samples printed at different temperatures and their possible correlation
will be discussed.

4.2. Actuator Endurance

Hoses A-0-220 were not subject to any endurance test because although none of the
samples presented any observable flaw, they all burst before reaching the pressure used in the
tests (3 bar). The average of the number of cycles each hose performed is presented in Table 4.

A comparison between A-0-230, A-0-240, and A-0-250 allows the assessment of the
printing temperature influence. Results indicate that the optimum temperature range is
between 240◦C and 250◦C, as can be seen in the graph presented in Figure 9. In fact, and as
mentioned before, samples printed with temperature equal to 220 ◦C or below led to either
big printing flaws (T < 220 ◦C) or to a burst of the hose before reaching the test pressure
(T = 220 ◦C). Temperatures above 250 ◦C led to visible printing flaws that compromised a
proper behaviour.

Table 4. Average of the number of cycles of each hose in sample set 1 performed until failure.

Hose Code Sample # Cycles Average

A-0-230
1 2101

79612 13,600
3 8182

A-0-240
1 11,424

13,6792 15,842
3 13,772

A-0-250
1 22,326

13,4192 8497
3 9434
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Based on the results previously obtained, a printing temperature of 240 ◦C was set
as the one to use in the assessment of different designs and printing angles. This choice
is justified by the fact that this printing temperature led to lower dispersion of the results
when compared to 250 ◦C. Three samples of each hose configuration presented in Table 5
were tested for design and printing angle comparison (set 2). The results are presented in
Table 6 and in Figure 10.

Table 5. Sample set 2: different hose configurations for printing angle and design assessment.

Name Design (D) Printing Angle [◦] Temperature [◦C]

B-0-240 B 0 240
B-35-240 B 35 240

Table 6. Average of the number of cycles each hose in sample set 2 performed until failure.

Hose Code Sample # Cycles Average

B-0-240
1 24,046

33,0552 25,700
3 49,420

B-35-240
1 97,557

50,2472 37,299
3 15,886
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Regarding the influence of the printing angle, a comparison between set 2 sam-
ples reveals that the 35◦ printing angle leads to a higher average endurance. This result
should nevertheless be interpreted with caution as there is a big standard deviation of the
B-35-240 results.

Finally, the analysis of A-0-240 and B-0-240 results allows a direct comparison between
designs A and B, as shown in Figure 11. These results indicate that design B clearly leads
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to a longer endurance than design A, as the average endurance of design B is more than
twice the one of design A. This is a very interesting result as it indicates that hose design
shaping might play a crucial role in the endurance of the actuator. To further validate this
conclusion, three extra samples for configurations A-0-240 and B-0-240 were tested. The
average number of cycles for each 6 samples set was 14,244 and 34,197, respectively, thus
confirming that design B is in fact promising when compared to design A.
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It should be highlighted that previous literature results [7] have already tried to prove
if different hose designs lead to better endurance. However, in that study, the material
used to build the prototypes led to very short life cycles, thus compromising any valid
conclusions. Given the above discussion, the use of design B, printed at 240 ◦C and with
a print angle of 35◦ leads to the best results obtained in this comparison. These results
should nevertheless be considered as preliminary, since the big dispersion found in the
longevity results prevents more robust conclusions.

5. Conclusions

In this study, different hoses for PLPA were printed using TPU and the FLM method,
while applying different designs, processing temperatures, and build angles. The main
novelty of this work is concluded hereafter:

• a processing temperature of 240◦ C and a build angle of 35◦ yields the highest life
cycle among the tested parameters.

• It has been confirmed that the 3D printed PLPA are not directly appliable in industrial
applications as their endurance values are very small. However, the preliminary tests
presented in this study show that hose designs that are different from the typical
circular one might play a crucial role in the hose endurance of the actuator. In fact,
it was shown that the hose design including geometrical reinforcements at the sides
underwent more than twice the life cycle of a conventional hose design.

• Tensile test of samples processed at different print temperatures showed that samples
printed using a temperature of 240 ◦C led to the maximum tensile strength. Similar
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results were observed when exposing different hoses to the endurance test. As such,
it can be concluded that, the tensile strength of printed samples could have a direct
relation with the endurance of the hoses being exposed to the internal pressure and
external forces of such PLPA actuators.

It should be mentioned that the conclusions obtained from this work are also poten-
tially applicable to a wider range of peristaltic based devices, namely to the more common
peristaltic pumps. Future work will focus on:

• investigation of more tailored designs to assess the possibility of further increasing
the hose longevity. To this end, FEM simulations of the PLPA at work will be run in
order to pinpoint the main critical regions. This will allow the optimization of the
hose shape.

• the use of a PLPA for water hydraulics. In fact, water hydraulics (as opposed to oil
hydraulics) have a lower ecological footprint. The use of PLPAs might be advanta-
geous in this field since the PLPA actuator is rubber based and therefore one of the
main difficulties in water hydraulics (corrosion) is naturally surpassed.

• Exploring the inclusion of 3D printed metal alloys [23,24] in the hose manufacturing
process, to produce prototypes with possibly improved mechanical proprieties.
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